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CHAPTER 1

Models of language production and the temporal organization of lexical access

Niels O. Schiller\textsuperscript{1,2} & F.-Xavier Alario\textsuperscript{3}

\textsuperscript{1} Leiden University Centre for Linguistics (LUCL), Leiden University, The Netherlands
\textsuperscript{2} Leiden Institute for Brain and Cognition (LIBC), Leiden University, The Netherlands
\textsuperscript{3} Aix-Marseille Université, CNRS, LPC, Marseille, France

This chapter focusses on models of language production and the temporal organization of the processes involved in lexical access. Albert Costa contributed significantly to advancing our understanding of lexical access. Through the investigation of multilingual speakers, he added an important dimension to this discussion. Here, we provide a discussion of discrete and cascaded/interactive accounts of lexical access and summarize some of the crucial experimental evidence that has been offered for and against these different theories, roughly over the years when Albert contributed to these debates. We will also discuss whether or not lexical selection is competitive and what research on multilingual speech production contributed to our knowledge on lexical access. The discussion is mainly restricted to behavioral data, with some references to electrophysiological studies. We conclude that considering the experimental evidence a strict version of discrete processing models is difficult to maintain. Research on bilingual language production has made important contributions to the discussion, however, the picture is not yet complete.
1. Speaking – a complex behavioral skill

Speech production often seems to be a simple and fast process. Our average speaking rate is in the order of several syllables per second. Depending on the language and its average word length, this means that even within a couple of minutes, speakers can produce hundreds of words, maybe get close to a thousand. At the same time, they make relatively few mistakes or speech errors. In a non-formal conversation, presumably we make fewer than one error per 1,000 words (Deese, 1984). This suggests that the (neuro-)cognitive architecture underlying speech production is quite robust.

However, speaking is not a simple process. Rather, it is one of the most complex forms of skilled behavior that human beings are equipped with and execute on a regular basis. Producing speech involves the planning of several processes some of which have been suggested to be serial (Lashley, 1951). Our task as speakers is to translate the message, we intend to convey into motor actions of our speech apparatus, i.e., our tongue, our jaws and our lips, such that air molecules are set into motion and our interlocutors can extract semantic content from the sensations caused by these vibrations.

The complexity of speaking can be illustrated with the example of articulation, that is, the final execution processes of planned speech. One may compare the act of speaking with directing a symphony, where the speaker is the conductor, the articulatory-motor plan is the score, and our articulatory organs are the instruments. Producing speech is a complex interaction between the movement of the articulators on a gestural score and their timing is extremely sensitive (Browman & Goldstein, 1986; Goldstein & Fowler, 2003). MacNeilage (2008) noted that there are about 40 muscles involved in the movements of our articulatory organs and estimated that every five milliseconds speakers execute one muscle event, that is, about 225 different muscle activations for every second of speech. Speakers need to come up with articulatory-motor plans that orchestrate these muscles in subtle ways. Fine-grained changes in the positioning of the articulators can have huge effects on the auditory perception of the produced speech signal. Getting control over the movements of our articulators is a motor skill that requires a lot of practice. In fact, newborn infants start acquiring it after a couple of months in their so-called babbling phase, long before they produce their first words (for a review, see Guenther, 2003, 2016).

The example of articulatory execution illustrates the complexity of speech production, but it is only one of the stages involved in word production. Speech production can be broken down into various other levels and processes. The individual processes are related to each other according to a certain hierarchy and sequencing, and it is important to describe the temporal organization of these processes. It is generally accepted that conceptual processing (what is to be said) precedes articulatory processing (how exactly are words pronounced). However, the nature of many processes occurring in between, including their ordering, is still debated. Following a classic distinction that Albert Costa contributed exploring, we will discuss two classes of speech production models (discrete vs. cascaded/interactive) and provide empirical arguments in favor and against those models thereby showing how the discussion developed over the years. Furthermore, we will debate whether or not lexical selection is competitive, and finally extend our discussions to bilingual word production.

2. Language Production Models
Over the course of the last decades, researchers developed comprehensive models of language production to account for and describe the process of speech production in great detail (e.g., Bock & Levelt, 1994; Caramazza, 1997; Dell, 1986, 1988; Fromkin, 1971; Garrett, 1975, 1980; Levelt, 1989; Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, 1999; Mahon et al., 2007; Oppenheim, Dell, & Schwartz, 2010; Roelofs, 2000, 2018; Roelofs & Ferreira, 2019). Speaking entails the activation of meaning from memory, the selection of words from our mental lexicon, the retrieval of morpho-syntactic features of words, the activation, selection and encoding of phonological form (segments, syllables, metrical structures, etc.), and the execution of articulatory-phonetic motor programs (for an overview see Griffin & Ferreira, 2006). It should be mentioned that, so far, speech production models are mostly limited to the discussion of isolated words or short utterances whereas in real-life verbal interactions, speakers create narratives, that is, (combinations of) sentences, and often engage in dialogues as well (see Pickering & Garrod, 2004; 2013). However, the issue of dialogue production lies beyond the scope of this chapter.

The retrieval of lexical entries from long-term memory, that is, the so-called mental lexicon (Schiller, 2021), is an essential component of the speech production process. The mental lexicon is often taken to refer to the part of our language processing system that hosts the word forms we know and their corresponding meanings, that is, a neurocognitive version of a dictionary. The retrieval of lexical items from the mental lexicon is called lexical access (for an overview see Schiller & Verdonschot, 2015). The meaning component of a lexical item, including conceptual-semantic processing, precedes the encoding of its form, that is, morphological processing (see overviews in Schiller & Verdonschot, 2019; Schiller, 2020) and phonological-phonetic processing (or phonological encoding; see Schiller, 2006, for a review). However, although there has been little agreement in the past regarding the exact time course of the flow of information as part of lexical access processes within the speech production system, we will show that in more recent years some issues have been clarified. In fact, the field started out with a discrete processing view, however, over the years with dominant view has changed to a cascaded processing perspective.

2.1. Discrete models of language production

There are models that assume a strictly serial or discrete flow of information from mind to mouth (Bock, 1995), that is, from the preparation of concepts to the execution of articulation (Bloem & La Heij, 2003; Butterworth, 1989; Garrett, 1980; 1988; Levelt, 1989; 1999; 2001; Levelt et al., 1999; Roelofs, 2018). These serial or discrete processing models assume that semantic concepts to be spoken about activate a network of relatively closely related lexical candidates (e.g., all the words belonging to a particular semantic category such as furniture or body parts). However, just a single lexical candidate is selected and taken to further activate and encode the corresponding word form at the phonological level. In lexical access processes, it is important to differentiate between the activation and selection of a lexical item. The selection of a lexical candidate, that is, the target lexical item, is determined by the speaker’s intention of what they want to say.

Discrete models claim that the processes involved in word retrieval during lexical access operate in strict temporal succession (Levelt et al., 1999). To illustrate the processes of lexical access in language production models we take the example of a picture naming task, for instance, naming the picture of a cow. According to discrete theories of lexical access, the picture of a cow activates the concept COW. However,
many other concepts that belong to the same semantic category node (FARM) ANIMAL such as horse, goat, sheep, pig, etc. are activated as well via the spreading of activation of a semantic category. Activated concepts automatically activate their corresponding lexical entries – also called lemmas (Levelt et al., 1999). However, Levelt et al. (1999, p. 15) argued that only selected lemmas will become phonologically activated. This proposal became the primary distinguishing feature of their theoretical approach. They argued that it seems counterproductive to activate the word forms of all activated lemmas, even those that have not been selected because the phonological word form activation of non-selected lexical items may potentially interfere with the morpho-phonological encoding of the target lexical item. That is why discrete models of lexical access predict that the labels of semantic category members of the target picture, that is, horse, goat, sheep, pig, etc., are not phonologically encoded - they are not selected for production.

2.2. Experimental support for discrete models of speech production

Evidence from speech errors (e.g. Fromkin, 1971; 1973; Garrett, 1975; 1980; 1982), tip-of-the-tongue states (e.g. Brown & McNei, 1966; Vigliocco, Antonini, & Garrett, 1997), speakers with aphasia (Goodglass, Kaplan, Weintraub, & Ackerman, 1976), electrophysiological covert naming studies (Schmitt, Münte, & Kutas, 2000; Van Turennout, Brown, & Hagoort, 1997) and speeded naming paradigms (Levelt, Schriefers, Vorberg, Meyer, Pechmann, & Havinga, 1991; Schriefers, Meyer, & Levelt, 1990) suggested that in general lexical-semantic processing precedes phonological processing in speech production. For instance, based on a corpus of word and sound exchanges, Garrett (1982) found that word exchanges generally take place between syntactic phrases and the words involved in an exchange usually belong to the same syntactic category. Sound exchanges, however, generally take place within a syntactic phrase and the sounds involved often occur in words of different syntactic categories. Garrett (1982) proposed that word exchanges occur before sound exchanges, that is, when speakers are planning the ordering of words in the syntactic phrases of an utterance and syntactic category information about words is necessary (the functional level in Garrett’s terms). Sound exchanges occur later, that is, during phonological encoding, when the planning scope is smaller and syntactic category information is no longer relevant (the positional level).

Evidence for discrete lexical processing also comes from experiments, for instance, from the famous study using the picture-word interference (PWI) paradigm that Levelt and colleagues published in 1991. In Experiment 6 of that study, native Dutch participants were presented with a series of pictures and requested to name them. An auditory stimulus, that is, either a word or a non-word, was presented 73 ms after picture onset in about one-third of the trials. In these cases, participants were requested to refrain from naming the picture and instead make a button-press lexical decision to the auditory stimulus. Each auditory word stimulus belonged to one of the following four conditions: for instance, when the picture was a desk, the auditory word was bureau (‘desk’) in the identical condition, stoel (‘chair’) in the semantic condition, stoep (‘pavement’) in the phonological condition, and muts (‘cap’) in the unrelated condition. In an earlier experiment of the same study, the authors showed that phonologically related words such as buurman (‘neighbour’) were responded to faster in lexical decision than unrelated words. This demonstrated the phonological activation of the picture’s label (i.e., bureau), which primed the phonologically related word buurman. The phonological condition in Experiment 6 of their study, however, included a word (i.e., stoep ‘pavement’) that was not phonologically related to the target object ‘desk’ itself but rather to a semantic alternative of it, that is, the semantic category member stoel (‘chair’) in this case. If these
semantic category members such as stoel (‘chair’) become phonologically activated upon perceiving the target picture bureau (‘desk’), then a phonologically related word like stoep should yield a phonological priming effect that is reflected in lexical decision latencies – just like for the pair bureau – buurman. The results of Experiment 6, however, showed that there was no effect for words in the phonological condition. However, there was a priming effect in the identical and the semantic condition, proving that semantic alternatives were activated to some extent. Levelt et al. (1991) argued based on their results that non-selected semantic alternatives do not become phonologically encoded in speech production, supporting their discrete processing view.

In a critique of Levelt et al. (1991), Dell and O’Seaghdha (1991, 1992) argued that the methodology may not have been sensitive enough to monitor phonological activation of multiple lexical candidates. They claimed that semantic alternatives (e.g., stoel ‘chair’) may receive less activation than the target (e.g., bureau ‘desk’), and therefore a phonologically related word to the semantic alternative like stoep (‘pavement’) may receive even less activation. According to Dell and O’Seaghdha, that is why the effect on a mediated phonologically related word like stoep for the target picture bureau might be difficult to detect.

In another seminal study, Schriefers et al. (1990) provide additional evidence supporting discrete lexical access. They asked Dutch participants to name a set of pictures (e.g., bureau ‘desk’) and presented auditory distractors at three different points in time, so-called stimulus onset asynchronies (SOAs), relative to the presentation of the target picture, that is, 150 ms before picture onset (−150 ms), simultaneous with picture onset (0 ms), and 150 ms after picture onset (+150 ms). At the earliest SOA, semantically related distractors (e.g., stoel ‘chair’) exerted inhibition on the naming process relative to an unrelated distractor (e.g., fles ‘bottle’), while at the later SOAs 0 ms and +150 ms, but not at the earliest SOA of −150 ms, phonologically related distractors (e.g., buurman ‘neighbour’) facilitated picture naming. Schriefers et al. argued that their findings of early influence of semantic distractors and a later effect of phonological distractor words should be taken as support for the general notion that semantic processing precedes phonological processing (however, Jescheniak & Schriefers, 2001 and Starreveld, 2000 obtained early phonological effects). More important, however, for the support of discrete models is the fact that the semantic inhibition and the phonological facilitation effects did not overlap in time. This suggests that before the system can begin to phonologically encode words, processing at the lexical-semantic level must be completed. Although the findings of Schriefers et al. are consistent with discrete models, in which lexical access proceeds in two serially ordered stages which do not affect each other — retrieval of lexical-semantic representations followed by retrieval of phonological word forms — more recent data have shown that the timing of semantic and phonological effects may be more complex (e.g., Damian & Martin, 1999; Starreveld & La Heij, 1996), and that the temporal sequencing of these effects may in fact be overlapping. Damian and Martin (1999), for instance, did find both semantic interference and phonological facilitation at SOAs -100 ms and 0 ms, that is, semantic and phonological effects overlapped in time.

Support for discrete models of speech production also came from a series of electrophysiological studies by Van Turennout, Brown and Hagoort (1997, 1998). In these studies, participants named pictures in Dutch. In one quarter of the trials, a frame appeared around the picture after 300 ms. In that case, participants were requested to refrain from naming the picture and instead engage in a double decision task. A semantic categorization task determined participants’ response hand, for instance, respond with the right hand if the picture is animate (e.g., tiger, spider), and with the left hand if it is
inanimate (e.g., table, scissors). However, the participants were told to only press a button with the corresponding hand if the picture name starts with a /t/ (as in tiger or table) but not if the picture name starts with an /s/ (as in spider or scissors). The electroencephalogram (EEG) was measured above the motor cortex from electrodes C3 and C4. Results showed a lateralized readiness potential (LRP), a derivative from the ERP, in the go-condition, that is, when participants pressed the button because the picture name started with a /t/. Interestingly, however, the development of an LRP was initially also visible in the no-go-condition, that is, when the picture name started with an /s/. After 40 ms, the LRP in the no-go-condition diverted from the LRP in the go condition and went back to baseline. This has been interpreted as follows: first, participants make the semantic animateness decision, chose their response hand and prepare their motor response (button press). However, in the no-go-condition, no button press is required, and therefore motor preparation is stopped, that is, at the point in time when the phonology of the target becomes available. Van Turennout et al. (1997) claimed based on their results that the phonological make-up of a lexical item becomes available about 40 ms after aspects of its meaning have been processed.

In a follow-up experiment, Van Turennout et al. (1997) showed that when the phonological decision is based on the final sound of the objects’ name, the LRP goes back to baseline after 120 ms. This led them to claim that the process of phonological encoding of the picture names used in their experiments takes about 80 ms. In a further LRP study, the same authors showed that lexico-syntactic information of a word (e.g., grammatical gender) becomes available approximately 40 ms before speakers have access to its phonological information (Van Turennout et al., 1998). More electrophysiological studies followed (e.g., Schiller, Bles, & Jansma, 2003; Schmitt et al., 2000) contributing to the time course of lexical processing calculated and proposed by Indefrey and Levelt (2004). Excellent reviews of discrete models of language production are provided by Levelt (1992, 1999) and Roelofs (2000).

The task used in the Van Turennout et al. (1997) study has been criticized for not directly reflecting the speech production process but only by proxy because it involves a judgement about language information, i.e., a metalinguistic decision. In fact, participants were asked to carry out meta-linguistic tasks such as phoneme monitoring, grammatical gender decision, or semantic categorization. Other studies employed delayed naming to avoid EEG artefacts. Strijkers and Costa (2011, 2016) therefore questioned in how far these tasks resemble speech production under normal conditions. They also wondered about the influence of other cognitive processes such as inhibition (of immediate naming) and monitoring (of meta-linguistic decisions) in these tasks on the time course of speech planning.

Discrete models of speech production imply a certain time course of processing and based on electrophysiological data (EEG/ERP and MEG) models of the exact time course of the processes involved in speech production and their durations have been proposed (Indefrey & Levelt, 2004; Indefrey, 2011). Costa, Strijkers, Martin and Thierry (2009) estimated lexical selection to start around 200 ms after picture onset in a picture naming task. Strijkers, Costa and Thierry (2010) report data from L1 and L2 speakers providing a similar estimation for the onset of lexical access employing word frequency and cognate status (see also Christoffels, Firk, & Schiller, 2007). The reported temporal onset falls into the time window that was previously inferred and claimed by Indefrey and Levelt (2004) as the time window for lexical access. Costa et al. (2009) estimate that the process of lexical selection lasts for about 180 ms and suggest that the timing of this process is largely independent of lexical parameters such as word length and lexical
frequency (see also Strijkers et al., 2010). These lexical parameters, however, determine the duration of later lexical and post-lexical processes such as phonological encoding, and finally determine naming latencies.

Despite these seemingly consistent data regarding the temporal onset of some lexical processes, a word of caution may be in place. Munding, Dubarry and Alario (2016), for instance, conducted a meta-analysis of word production involving 14 MEG studies. They report relatively early onsets of activity (approximately 180 – 250 ms post stimulus onset) for visual and semantic processing as well as for lexical access, and somewhat later (around 300 – 600 ms, sometimes up to 1,000 ms post-stimulus onset) for phonological processing, but also motor function including motor planning and articulatory processes. In other words, while they were able to see this division into earlier and later activity, any further subdivision did not seem possible due to largely overlapping patterns of brain activity in time. Therefore, we must be cautious with the detailed time course provided by Indefrey (2011; see also Indefrey & Levelt, 2004) because several studies have reported, for instance, articulatory or motor activity in word naming much earlier than the onset of 600 ms post stimulus estimated by Indefrey. Munding et al. (2016) therefore doubt that the MEG data are in line with a strictly serial or discrete model of word production. However, in all fairness, the authors concluded that “it is not yet possible to conclusively discard or accept any one current model on the basis of the currently assessed evidence” (Munding et al., 2016, p. 459).

Similarly, Strijkers and Costa (2016) warn to be cautious with the time course of neural activation during speech production. For example, for some effects, like the lexical frequency effect or the semantic interference effect, it is still debated when they arise during lexical access. Therefore, such studies may not be used to support time course models because it is not entirely clear where in the process of speech production such effects arise.

Finally, studies that explored distinct spatial and temporal components of word production within the same participants, such as the repetitive TMS study conducted by Schuhmann, Schiller, Goebel and Sack (2012) stimulating three different brain areas at different points in time during overt picture naming, do not completely support the picture proposed by Indefrey and Levelt (2004).

2.3. Cascaded and interactive models of speech production

The view that language production proceeds following strict serial temporal order regarding the processes between semantic and phonological encoding has been the dominant view for a long time. However, based on speech error data from patients with aphasia, Dell (1986, 1988) already put forward his interactive theory (cascaded activation plus feedback) and model of speech production early on. Moreover, since the second half of the 1990’s approximately, the strict discrete view has also been challenged with chronometric data from healthy speakers, which led to the postulation of so-called cascaded theories of language production.

These models assume that the time course of processes is not discrete, but rather in cascade or even interactive (Caramazza, 1997; Dell, 1986, 1988; Dell, Nozari, & Oppenheim, 2014; Goldrick, 2006; Humphreys, Riddoch, & Quinlan, 1988; MacKay, 1987; Mahon et al., 2007; Oppenheim et al., 2010; Rapp & Goldrick, 2000; Schwartz, Dell, Martin, Gahl, & Sobel, 2006; Stemberger, 1985). Cascaded and interactive models of lexical access assume that all activated (but not-yet-selected) word candidates in the
lexicon activate their corresponding phonological forms prior to the selection of a lexical candidate as the target item. Due to their architecture, activation in the lexicon cascades from levels that are relatively higher in the system, such as lexical-semantic processing, to levels that are relatively lower in the system, such as phonological-phonetic processing. Importantly, lower-level processing can start as early as some activation from higher levels is available, even without lexical selection being completed. To illustrate this by the example of naming the picture of a cow, cascaded theories predict that not only the target lexical item cow is phonologically encoded, all activated category members as well, that is, goat, sheep, pig, etc. because these theories do not assume that only one lexical item is selected and further encoded.

2.4. Experimental evidence for cascaded and interactive models of language production

Cascaded and interactive models of language production have also been supported by experimental evidence. For instance, Peterson and Savoy (1998) aimed to reveal the phonological activation of alternative lexical candidates and conducted a series of PWI experiments investigating near-synonyms. In one of their experiments, they regularly presented a written word in the middle of the picture at one of several positive SOAs (+100 ms to +400 ms). Whenever a word appeared, participants were required to refrain from picture naming and name the word. Their experimental items consisted of word-naming trials in which written words were presented with so-called ambiguous pictures, that is, pictures that have two, nearly synonymous labels. Take, for instance, the picture of a piece of furniture on which two or three people can sit comfortably, usually found in living rooms. In an independent picture naming experiment of the same study, a different group of participants called this picture with its dominant name couch in 84% of the cases and in 16% of the cases with its secondary name sofa. The written words that appeared on half of the trials had a phonological relationship to the dominant name (e.g., count) of the depicted object (e.g., couch) or with the alternative name (e.g., soda) or they were not phonologically related (e.g., horse). Peterson and Savoy (1998) asked the question whether or not there was a priming effect (reflected in word naming latencies) for words like soda that had a phonological relationship with the alternative name of the picture (e.g., sofa). Importantly, different outcomes are predicted here by discrete and cascaded models of lexical access. Both models predict phonological priming for words (e.g., count) that are phonologically related to the dominant label of the ambiguous picture because the dominant name couch is the label that the majority of the participants will select on most trials. Preparing the label couch activates segments that overlap with the written word count, and hence count will be named faster than an unrelated control word. However, since non-selected lexical items (e.g., sofa) do not become phonologically activated according to discrete theories, they do not predict an effect for soda. On the contrary, cascaded models predict priming not only for words that are related to the dominant label, but also words that are related to the secondary label (e.g., sofa). This is due to the assumption that even non-selected lexical candidates become phonologically activated. Peterson and Savoy (1998) demonstrated significant phonological priming effects for both types of words, for instance, count and soda, compared to unrelated control items. Their result suggests that several labels of a picture can become phonologically activated during the lexicalization of a picture.

Similarly, Jescheniak and Schriefers (1998) reported phonological effects in a PWI study in German. Their experimental trials consisted of pictures that had ambiguous labels in German (e.g., Schäfer - Hirte; both meaning ‘shepherd’). In the experiment, auditory distractor words that were either phonologically related to the dominant label of
the picture (e.g., Schädel ‘skull’) or the secondary label of the picture (e.g., Hirn ‘brain’) were presented. Their findings showed that picture naming of the dominant label (e.g., Schädel) was reliably faster for phonologically related distractors (e.g., Schäfer), while distractors (e.g., Hirte) that were phonologically related to the secondary label (e.g., Hirn) inhibited picture naming with the dominant label. Presumably, both alternative labels were activated, and the distractor word Hirte enhanced the activation of the competitor Hirn due to phonological overlap and slowed down the response Schädel. According to Jescheniak and Schriefers (1998) this result supports cascaded models of language production that allow for phonological activation of multiple lexical candidates and contradicts discrete models that do not allow this possibility.

Levett et al. (1999) argued that Peterson and Savoy’s (1998) and Jescheniak and Schriefers’ (1998) findings may be accommodated in their discrete theory by making an additional assumption. Arguably, ambiguous, near-synonym pictures are exceptional cases in the languages such as English and German. Therefore, by assuming the system may under exceptional circumstances select multiple lexical candidates that are appropriate for a given situation and phonologically encode those lexical candidates, the findings can in principle be accommodated by discrete models. Word pairs such as couch and sofa or Schäfer and Hirte may be one such exceptional case, sub- and superordinates such as tulip and flower may be another. That is, Levett et al. (1999) suggested that under certain rather exceptional situations two lexical nodes may be selected and both may activate their respective phonological representations. In fact, Roelofs (1992) made a similar proposal to account for blending errors, that is, speech errors that are the result of blending two words, such as “torrible”, a blend between terrible and horrible.

The question then became whether phonological activation only occurs in those exceptional cases or whether it is a more general phenomenon in speech production. In their own exploration of those issues, Costa, Caramazza and Sebastian-Gallés (2000) employed cognates to test the generalizability of Jescheniak and Schriefers’ (1998) and Peterson and Savoy’s (1998) findings. To refer to the concept of a cat, Spanish-Catalan bilinguals would use the word gato in Spanish and gat in Catalan, that is, these two words are called cognates due to their substantial form overlap, whereas the Spanish word mesa and the Catalan word taula (both meaning table) are non-cognates. The cognate status of words is an important dimension regarding naming performance in other circumstances as well. Kohnert (2004) showed that an English-Spanish bilingual aphasic speaker named objects more accurately when their label was a cognate (e.g., lamp – lampara) than when it was not. Gollan and Acenas (2004) reported fewer TOT states for items corresponding to cognates in the two languages of the bilingual populations they tested. Costa, Santesteban and Caño (2005) proposed that the most straight-forward way to account for these different cognate effects is to assume that lexical and sub-lexical levels of representation are connected by interactive processing.

Under the assumption that different languages share the conceptual level and concepts activate words in both languages of a bilingual speaker in parallel, Costa et al. (2000) predicted that bilinguals would name cognates faster than non-cognates, whereas monolinguals – for whom this difference is irrelevant – would name both types of targets equally fast. The reason Costa et al. (2000) made this prediction is that upon being represented with the picture of a cat, Spanish-Catalan bilingual speakers would activate two lexical nodes, that is, gato and gat. According to cascaded models, but not discrete models of lexical processing, both lexical nodes should activate their phonological segments. Since cognates share a substantial amount of phonological segments, these segments should be activated more and hence the target should be named faster than is
the case for non-cognates, such as mesa and taula for table. Their results demonstrated that Spanish-Catalan bilinguals indeed named objects that correspond to cognates in Spanish and Catalan faster in Spanish than non-cognates. Monolingual speakers of Spanish did not show any difference between cognate and non-cognate targets, as expected. In a follow-up experiment, Costa et al. (2000) demonstrated that the effect is obtained in both languages of a bilingual speaker. This effect has become known as the cognate facilitation effect. In their conclusion, Costa et al. argue that their findings demonstrate the generalizability of Jescheniak and Schriefers’ (1998) and Peterson and Savoy’s (1998) results because bilingual speakers, presumably more than half of all the speakers world-wide (Grosjean, 2010), have two or more words in different languages for many concepts. Therefore, their data provide strong support for cascaded theories of lexical access. In a still more recent research, Costa et al. (2017) proposed a different theoretical perspective on these findings providing an alternative to the co-activation principle described above. Rather than invoking distinct lexica for each language with phonological activation occurring in parallel, this novel proposal highlights the role of the L1 in shaping the lexical phonological knowledge when learning an L2.

Another attempt to distinguish between discrete and cascaded models has been made by Cutting and Ferreira (1999) through naming homophonic pictures such as BALL. Ball may refer to a sport utility (ball_{toy}) or, alternatively, to a formal dancing event (ball_{social_event}), that is, the word ball is a homophone: it refers to two different meanings whose labels sound identical. In one of their experiments, participants were presented at SOA -150 ms (i.e., shortly before the onset of the target picture) with auditory distractor words that were either semantically related to the depicted meaning (e.g., game – ball_{toy}) or the non-depicted meaning of the homophone (e.g., dance – ball_{social_event}), or completely unrelated (e.g., hammer). The question was whether participants named the picture of a toy ball faster when the distractor word was related to the non-depicted meaning of the homophonic picture (i.e., dance related to [dance] ball) than when the distractor was unrelated. Moreover, Cutting and Ferreira’s (1999) also investigated the effect of a distractor word semantically related to the depicted meaning (i.e., frisbee related to [toy] ball) on the naming latencies of the same picture at the same SOA relative to the unrelated condition. If phonological effects were not observed in the same time window as semantic effects, according to Cutting and Ferreira this may be taken as evidence for semantic and phonological processing having different time courses, supporting discrete models. However, if phonologically related distractors affect picture naming latencies at the same time window as semantically related distractors, that may be taken as evidence for cascaded processing because semantic and phonological processing overlap in time.

Cutting and Ferreira’s (1999) findings revealed the naming of homophonic target picture names (e.g., ball) was faster – relative to an unrelated condition – when distractor words (e.g., dance) were semantically related to the non-depicted meaning of the homophonic target picture (e.g., ball_{toy}). The authors assumed that distractor words that were related to the non-depicted meaning (e.g., dance) of the homophonic label (e.g., ball) activated a cohort of meaning-related word forms (including ball_{social_event}), which activated their corresponding lexical representations. These lexical representations in turn activated their corresponding word forms. This results in the homophonic word form ball receiving activation from two sources, that is, from the selected ball_{toy} and the non-selected ball_{social_event}. Cutting and Ferreira (1999) argued that phonological processing was affected by semantically processed stimuli even though these stimuli are not semantically similar to the target. In the same time window, classic semantic interference effects (e.g., frisbee – ball_{toy}) were observed. Thus, phonological and semantic processing
of non-target lexical items seems to occur in a similar time window. According to Cutting and Ferreira, this suggests that semantic and phonological processes operate with overlapping time courses, supporting cascaded models of lexical access. However, Levelt et al. (1999) suggested an alternative account: the distractor word dance may have co-activated its semantic associate ball_{social event} both semantically and phonologically in the perceptual network upon processing the distractor word. The activated word form ball in the perceptual network may then directly pre-activate its corresponding word form in the production network, leading to faster picture naming latencies of the target ball_{toy}.

More experimental evidence for cascaded models of lexical processing comes from a study employing a picture–picture interference paradigm by Morsella and Miozzo (2002). The results of this cross-linguistic study demonstrated that irrelevant pictorial stimuli become phonologically encoded in a picture naming task. Two overlapping pictures, one in green and one in red, were presented, and participants were asked to engage in naming the green pictures as fast and as accurately as possible while ignoring the red ones. The labels of the green and red pictures were either unrelated (e.g., BED_{green} – HAT_{red}) or phonologically related (e.g., BED_{green} – BELL_{red}). Results revealed that naming latencies were significantly faster for the phonologically related pairs compared to the unrelated pairs in English. A control experiment in Italian, a language in which the exact same picture pairings were phonologically unrelated, showed no naming difference between the two conditions.

Morsella and Miozzo (2002) argued that cascaded models of lexical access are supported by their finding. These models hold that lexical nodes that have not been selected, that is, the label of the red distractor picture, would nevertheless activate their corresponding phonological representations. That way, the red picture label BELL may activate its phonological representation and the corresponding segments /b/, /ɛ/, /l/. When the speaker phonologically encodes the target label BED, some of its segments, that is, /b/ and /ɛ/, also receive activation from the distractor picture label. Therefore, their selection and encoding are facilitated, and ultimately the target word is produced faster than in a condition where the two picture labels are not phonologically unrelated. Cascaded, but not discrete models of lexical access, can accommodate Morsella and Miozzo’s (2002) findings because they assume phonological activation of non-selected lexical candidates. Navarrete and Costa (2005) convincingly replicated and extended Morsella and Miozzo’s (2002) findings with a different paradigm in Spanish (but see e.g., Jescheniak, Oppermann, Hantsch, Wagner, Mädebach and Schriefers, 2009 who failed to replicate Morsella and Miozzo’s results; see also Jescheniak, Matushanskaya, Mädebach and Müller, 2014 as well as Matushanskaya, Mädebach, Müller and Jescheniak, 2016). For reviews of cascaded/interactive models of language production see Rapp and Goldrick (2000) and Vigliocco and Hartsuiker (2002).

This discussion made clear that ample evidence for discrete theories of lexical access on the one hand and for cascaded/interactive theories on the other hand is available. However, the extreme discreteness assumption that was originally part of of WEAVER++ model (Levelt et al., 1999; Roelofs, 1997) has been dropped by Roelofs (2008) in what he calls limited cascading (see also Roelofs & Ferreira, 2019).

3. Lexical selection
Language production comprises the cognitive processes of activating and selecting the target word from the mental lexicon. The lexical selection process has often been assumed to be competitive, that is, multiple activated word candidates compete to be selected such that the activation of a candidate works against the selection of other candidates by delaying it or making it proportionately less likely. Our semantic-conceptual system activates a network of lexical entries that are semantically related to each other. Semantic speech errors in healthy individuals (Fromkin, 1971; Garrett, 1975) and in aphasic speakers (Caramazza & Hillis, 1990; Alario, Schiller, Domoto-Reilly & Caramazza, 2003) may be taken to support this assumption. If it is the case that more lexical candidates are activated (or activated to a higher degree), speakers need more time to select the target lexical item as compared to a situation with fewer competitors (or lower activation levels of the competitors) because the competition is harder to resolve. The target lexical candidate usually has a) the highest activation level and b) a sufficiently large difference in activation to the lexical item with the next-highest activation level at a particular point in time, and thus will be selected by the speaker. Lexical selection by competition has been operationalized in computational models such as WEAVER++ (Roelofs, 1997) by means of the so-called Luce ratio (Luce choice axiom; Luce, 1959). This measure computes the probability of a certain lexical item to be selected by dividing its level of activation by the level of activation of all words in the lexicon. If other lexical nodes are (highly) activated during the process of lexical selection, the selection of the target lexical node will be delayed.

To test the lexical-selection-by-competition hypothesis, researchers have employed a paradigm that was derived from the Stroop task (Stroop, 1935; for a comprehensive review see MacLeod, 1991) and already mentioned in the previous section. In the so-called picture-word interference paradigm (PWI), to-be-named pictures are accompanied by visually superimposed or auditorily presented interfering stimuli, so-called distractor words (Glaser, 1992; Glaser & Düngelhoff, 1984; Glaser & Glaser, 1989; Posnansky & Rayner, 1977; Rosinski, Golinkoff, & Kukish, 1975). When target object and distractor word share the same semantic category (picture: BED, distractor: table), naming latencies are usually longer than when they do not (picture: BED, distractor: apple). This is called the semantic interference effect and has become a very well investigated effect. A recent meta-analysis by Bürki, Elbuy, Madec and Vasishth (2020) of more than 150 studies on semantic interference conducted over a period of the last 40 years demonstrated that the vast majority of the (published) studies in their meta-analysis showed a semantic interference effect with an average size of slightly more than 20 ms. However, the authors also concluded that, based on the available evidence, the nature of the effect cannot be fully determined and nor can the effect be used to model lexical access. However, this is fairly recent knowledge and historically the discussion unfolded in different directions, that we now describe.

Lexical selection by competition has been challenged by a different proposal, that is, the so-called Response Exclusion Hypothesis (REH; Mahon et al., 2007). The REH proposes that lexical selection is independent of the number and activation level of potential competitors. Furthermore, according to the REH, the effect of the spreading of activation is always facilitative, that is, there are no inhibitory consequences due to competition. Instead, lexical selection and potential delays in producing a word occur at a later (post-lexical) stage, that is, at the stage where production-ready representations enter an output or response buffer in which they will reside, ready to be produced. The distractor words in the PWI paradigm are assumed to have privileged access to the articulators and enter the output or response buffer prior to the picture; consequently, the
response buffer must be cleared before the picture’s name (i.e., the target) can be produced. The response buffer is assumed to be sensitive to semantic information to be able to decide whether or not a particular distractor word is an appropriate response in each trial (e.g., the verb ‘sleep’ is not an appropriate response when the task is object naming, e.g., ‘bed’, and not action naming). If a distractor is not response-relevant, the output buffer must be cleared of non-response items. For instance, when representations of the target and the distractor correspond to different semantic categories, the distractor can be discarded as a possible response candidate early based on categorical information (Costa, Alario & Caramazza, 2005). Mahon and colleagues suggest that the semantic interference effect arises at a post-lexical processing level and reflects how fast a production-ready representation (e.g., the distractor word) can be excluded from the response buffer as a relevant response to the target picture (for additional experimental support of their argument, see e.g., Finkbeiner & Caramazza, 2006).

Mahon et al. (2007) supported their proposal by a large set of experimental data. They observed, for instance, a facilitation effect in object naming for the target – distractor combination BED – sleep (as compared to BED – shoot). The authors propose that this facilitation effect is the result of the spreading of activation from multiple semantic items (bed, sleep) and the fact that sleep was not a suitable candidate for production. However, when table was the distractor word, it would be suitable (or response-relevant) since participants’ task was to name objects. Therefore, it would have remained longer in the response buffer and more difficult to be removed from it, resulting in longer naming latencies for the target BED.

The REH was supported by Dhooge and Hartsuiker (2011; see also Dhooge & Hartsuiker, 2010; 2012) who demonstrated that the distractor-frequency effect (Miozzo & Caramazza, 2003) – the finding that low-frequency distractors interfere more with picture naming than high-frequency distractor words – is likely to have a late origin during processing because it occurs in a delayed as well as in an immediate picture naming condition. In another study, Dhooge and Hartsuiker (2010) showed that the distractor-frequency effect disappeared when the distractor was presented long enough, that is, at least 200 ms, before the target picture. In that case, there is enough time to clear the response buffer before the target response is given.

It should be noted that the theoretical proposal of the REH has not remained unchallenged. For instance, in a combined conditional and free naming study, Aristei and Abdel-Rahman (2013) demonstrated that response-relevance and semantic-categorical relationship of distractor words did not contribute significantly beyond semantic similarity. They argue that lexical selection is a competitive process reflected by inhibitory effects in the PWI, however, semantic similarity goes beyond categorical relationships between words, suggesting a flexible architecture of the production system regarding semantic similarity. Taken together, the proposal of the REH led to heated and yet unresolved debate about whether or not lexical selection is by competition or by exclusion (e.g., Abdel Rahman & Melinger, 2009; Mahon, Garcea, & Navarrete, 2012; Melinger & Abdel-Rahman, 2013; Spalek, Damian, & Bölte, 2013; Starreveld, La Heij, & Verdonchot, 2013; Vieth, McMahon, & De Zubicaray, 2014).

Further evidence for the processes involved in lexical selection derives from research on bilingualism and multilingualism. Regarding bilingual speech production, one of the most intriguing research questions has been to elucidate how bilingual speakers select lexical items in the language they want to use. Although (intended) insertions from the other language of a bilingual speaker are attested (so-called code-switching), generally bilingual speakers are good at producing speech output in the intended language
or language-in-use (Costa & Santesteban, 2004). It is widely assumed that a common conceptual or semantic system activates corresponding words in both lexicons of a bilingual speaker. Two proposals have been made to account for how bilingual speakers achieve selecting words of the intended language. The first assumes that an external system proactively inhibits the lexical items of the language-not-in-use (Green, 1998). This solution assumes that lexical selection is language-non-specific, that is it considers lexical items of both languages, but because one lexicon is suppressed, a lexical item from the language-in-use is selected. The second proposal suggests that the process of lexical selection is language-specific and only considers lexical items of the intended language (Costa, Miozzo, & Caramazza, 1999).

Employing the cross-linguistic identity condition, Costa and Caramazza (1999) demonstrated that bilingual speakers select their lexical items through a language-specific lexical selection mechanism. Spanish-English bilinguals named target pictures (e.g., TABLE) in their L1 Spanish. Those pictures were accompanied by visual distractor words in either Spanish (e.g., mesa) or English (e.g., table). The language-non-specific lexical selection hypothesis predicts that the lexical selection mechanism considers all the lexical items that were activated, that is, mesa and table. Therefore, relative to an unrelated condition (e.g., dedo or finger), interference will be predicted in the identity condition because there is competition between two highly activated lexical items, namely mesa and table. In contrast, the language-specific lexical selection hypothesis predicts facilitation in the identity condition (relative to an unrelated condition) because mesa has received activation from both the target picture (TABLE) and the distractor word (either mesa or table), but only the lexicon of the language-in-use (i.e., Spanish) is considered for selection. Costa and Caramazza (1999) found clear support for the language-specific selection account, both when Spanish was the L1 and – in a second experiment employing English-Spanish bilinguals – when Spanish was the L2. In addition, the identity effect was much larger when the distractor word was in the same language (target: mesa – distractor: mesa) than when the distractor was in the other language (target: mesa – distractor: table). Presumably, this is due to an additional phonological priming effect.

The effects reported by Costa and Caramazza (1999) for Spanish-English bilinguals (high-proficient late L2 learners) were replicated by Costa et al. (1999) for high-proficient early Catalan-Spanish bilinguals, that is speakers with essentially two L1’s, both in blocked (Catalan only) and mixed (Catalan and Spanish) naming conditions. This finding further supports previous results and extends them to different situations (e.g., L1 and L2 naming, blocked and mixed conditions), and they add further support to the language-specific selection hypothesis. Costa and Santesteban (2004) reported data that are difficult to account for by the proactive lexical inhibition account (Green, 1998; see above) but in line with the language-specific selection hypothesis. In a series of language switching experiments, multilingual participants named pictures in their L1 or L2. Costa and Santesteban (2004) replicated in their first experiment the asymmetrical switch cost reported by Meuter and Allport (1999), that is switching from the L2 to the L1 is more costly than switching from the L1 to the L2. Inhibitory models have accounted for this effect by an inhibitory mechanism by which speakers try to inhibit the activation of the L1 lexical representations when the response language is their L2. However, when they need to switch back from the L2 to their L1, it takes more effort to reactively overcome this inhibition than vice versa, leading to larger and asymmetrical switch costs. In Experiments 2 and 3, high-proficient bilinguals did not show asymmetrical switch costs. This result has later been replicated with high-proficient Spanish-Basque early bilinguals.
and Spanish-English late bilinguals, demonstrating that neither age-of-onset of L2 acquisition (see review in Sebastián-Gallés & Kroll, 2003) nor typological proximity (language similarity) seem to influence this effect. Spanish and Basque are typologically unrelated and the Spanish-English bilinguals acquired their L2 English at a later age (Costa, Santesteban & Ivanova, 2006). It could be argued that high-proficient bilinguals inhibit their two languages equally strong, thus, leading to symmetrical switch costs. However, it may also be the case that high-proficient bilinguals select their lexical items in a qualitatively different way compared to less proficient bilinguals. In Experiment 4, high-proficient Spanish-Catalan bilinguals named pictures in their L1 (Spanish) or their less-proficient L3 (English). According to the proactive inhibition account, switching costs should be asymmetric in this condition, however, the results showed symmetric switching costs (for a replication see Costa et al., 2006, Experiment 2). This result cannot be accounted for by the inhibitory, language-nonspecific selection account. However, Costa and Santesteban (2004) suggest that high-proficient bilinguals shift from a reliance on inhibitory control to reliance on a mechanism based on language-specific lexical selection. Importantly, they do this not only for their dominant languages but also for their less dominant languages.

However, this last conclusion does not seem to be completely correct. Costa et al. (2006) failed to replicate the “shift of mechanism”-hypothesis with high-proficient Catalan-Spanish bilinguals who switched between their less-proficient L3 (English) and their even less-proficient L4 (French). These high-proficient bilinguals demonstrated asymmetrical switch costs. The same was found when high-proficient bilinguals who were learning a third language and were in their initial stage to do so switched between their L1 and recently learned new words from the L3. Costa et al. (2006) argued that the presence or absence of asymmetrical switch costs in high-proficient bilinguals depends on how well the weak language is involved in the task. For instance, in a newly learned language or a low-proficient L4 (Experiments 3 and 4 of Costa et al., 2006), there may not be a language-specific lexicon to focus on yet. However, this account is of tentative character and more research is needed to arrive at more definitive conclusions (see, for instance, Declerck & Koch, 2022, in press, who argue that inhibitory control of the non-target language may provide a coherent framework for bilingual language production).

4. Summary and conclusions
We presented discrete and cascaded/interactive theories of speech production and discussed experimental evidence presented for and against them roughly over the years when Albert Costa contributed to these debates. We also discussed lexical access in language production extensively, an area that is still much investigated and debated. Our discussion has shown that a strict serial model seems difficult to rhyme with the available evidence that points in the direction of cascaded activation during lexical access in speech production.

Albert Costa and his colleagues have worked on issues related to lexical access, and he significantly contributed to this area of research. Through his work on bilingualism, Albert Costa added an important dimension to the discussion. Costa’s language-specific lexical selection hypothesis gained a lot of experimental support, however, as he himself admitted, there are still some loose ends and more work to be done in the future.
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